The DW-20 Daisy Wheel Printer:

Executive quality print...at a low price.

High quality print, few moving parts for high reliability, and a variety of features designed to reduce time spent at the printer, make the DW-20 the ideal tool to complement and increase the productivity of your Wang system.

Compatible with all Wang systems. The DW-20 daisy wheel printer is designed for use with all Wang systems—WP, OIS, IIS, 2200, Alliance™ and VS. The DW-20 is a low-priced daisy wheel printer, designed to produce executive style quality print, at 20 characters per second.

High reliability. We have designed the DW-20 with few moving parts, reliable electronic components and limited adjustments. It follows the basic theory of the simpler the equipment, the better the reliability.

Human Engineered. A simple snap on/off ribbon cartridge makes ribbon changing a clean and easy task. A 90 degree tilt printhead allows easy removal of the wheel without removing the ribbon cartridge. And diagnostics tell the operator if the printer is functioning properly at power-up time. These and other features are designed to increase productivity by keeping time spent at the printer to a minimum.

For all your print needs. The DW-20 printer supports paper widths of 3.5” to 15” and up to six part forms. Print index cards, legal documents or complex forms—all at the same high-level print quality. You will find the DW-20 flexible enough to handle most of your printing jobs.

Integrate the DW-20 into your present configuration. The DW-20 printer offers the most complete line of daisy printer supplies and options in the industry. All are directly compatible with our current line of 35 character per second printers. Options include:

- A wide variety of interchangeable metal and plastic printwheels in 10 and 12 pitch. Proportional spaced and 15 pitch are available for OIS and VS systems.

- Twin sheet feeders.

- Envelope feeders.

- Mono and bi-directional forms tractors.

Wang Laboratories is dedicated to providing you with highly reliable, cost effective peripheral devices to enhance your system. Contact your local Wang sales representative and see how the model DW-20 daisy wheel printer can increase productivity in your office.